


Welcome to SANA Metropolitan Hotel… 

A Hotel tailored-made to your own comfort where you can experience a modern and seductive atmosphere and enjoy a sophisticated 

stay. Only 10 minutes from the famous Marques de Pombal Square, SANA Metropolitan Hotel offers excellent access to the main 

financial centre of Lisbon, as well as the famous university town and the Lisbon International Airport. Take advantage of this strategic 

location to explore the city with all the convenience. 



SANA Metropolitan Hotel offers 306 rooms and 9 suites. All rooms are carefully furnished with style and elegance, resulting in a perfect 

invitation to rest and tranquility. Facilities include satellite TV, audio, and of course, a modern bathroom. The suites with a separate 

living area and work area are very spacious and provide the ideal space for business or pleasure. 

 

ACCOMODATION 



All rooms are: 220 volts AC | Air Conditioning | Alarm Clock | Fax Connection | Modem Connection | Wireless Internet | Hairdryer | 

Work Table | Glaze | Mini Bar | Safe deposit box | Smoke Detector | Sprinklers | Television | Cable TV | Telephone | Room + Toilet | 

Temperature Control | 
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The hotel's restaurant, the Astrolabe, offers a large selection of Portuguese and international cuisine. In Wall Street Bar you can enjoy 

a relaxing environment listening to live piano music. 



A cozy and versatile space, the perfect choice for a moment well spent. You can enjoy a truly gastronomic experience, served both in 

buffet style and à la carte. 



In SANA Metropolitan Hotel you will find the Wall Street Bar where you can enjoy the involvement of live piano, as well as areas for 

smokers and non-smokers, worthy of a sublime refuge to relax after a working day. 





Work or leisure. In SANA Metropolitan Hotel you will find a stunning collection of meeting rooms waiting for your event. With a 

dedicated and experienced team and a wide range of custom solutions at your disposal, your business meeting, business lunch or 

event will surely be a success. 



Fully renovated and an exquisite service will make your stay at the SANA Metropolitan Hotel an unique experience of comfort and 

charm. Ideal for any occasion. 





 

 

 

One Hotel, one team and one commitment: to put all our experience and efford to the service of your event. 

We have at your disposal an impressive and flexible set of meeting rooms and banquet rooms with inviting public areas in a 

sophisticated atmosphere. 

 



1st FLOOR 

14 Meeting rooms with natural daylight, and a total of 1879m2 with capacity up to 800 people make SANA Metropolitan Hotel the 

perfect choice for your event. With several breakout rooms that are easily adapted to the needs of your event.  



2nd FLOOR 

Come and discover a world of possibilities. For a small-scale or larger event SANA Metropolitan Hotel offers a range of possibilities 

for your meeting/event.  



• Shopping Malls and Cinema: 

El Corte Inglés, Colombo and 

Twin Towers Shopping Malls 

• Culture: Aberto Theatre, Calouste 

Gulbenkian Museum and Auditorium, Aula 

Magna •10 min to International Lisbon Airport 

• 7 min to Subway: Cidade 

Universitária and Entrecampos 

• Gardens: Gulbenkian 
Nearby the Hotel 



In a large hotel, nothing can fail ... So, SANA Metropolitan Hotel has: 24 Hours | Service Room Service (24) | Business Center | Car 

Rental | Conference Facility | Room Service | Lift | Babysitting Service (on request) | Laundry / Dry Cleaning | Cleaning Service | 

Rooms for disabled (4 twins) | Astrolabe Restaurant | Bar Wall Street | Order | Service Alarm | City Tours | Tobacco and Gift Shop | 

Exchange | Multilingual Staff | Security | Tour Desk | Parking (paid) | Cash machine | Floor Non-smoker | 

OTHER FACILITIES 



SANA 

Metropolitan 

LOCATION 



…Tailor-made Business 


